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Summary of last lecture

• New WMS data on management 

• New RCT evidence that management important for firm 
performance. Consistent with non-experimental evidence from 
WMS that management matters at a firm and country level

• Why do so firms adopt better management practices? What 
factors drive changes in management?
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Why don’t all firms adopt managerial best practice? 
Rivkin (2000) ‘Shuns for a Leader)

• Information [“I don’t know I am bad”]
• Human Capital [“I know I’m bad, but don’t know what to do”]
• Frictions [“I know I’m bad & what to do, but I’m not motivated 

to do it”] Examples:
─ Regulation
─ Weak Product Market Competition 
─ Trade Costs
─ Governance (e.g. family run firms not π-maximizing)

• [“I know I’m bad, know what to do & I’m well motivated, but 
can’t get the organization to go along with me”] 
─ Relational contracts
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Aim of paper

• Simplify WMS methodology and match with data from 
statistical agencies like US Census

• Look at managerial variation within firm, but across plants

• Test hypotheses on key drivers of management. Look at 
causal effects.



One Problem with WMS is scale – we’ve collected ~20k 
interviews over 18 years like this



To get 35k in one quick wave we’d need this



Survey run with the US Census Bureau (MOPS)

1st Wave delivered in 2011 
to ~48k manufacturing plants 
(US ASM) asks about 
practices in 2010 and 2005. 
2nd Wave covered 2015 & 
2010 practices
3rd Wave will cover 2020 & 
2019 practices (delivered in 
2021). Has some COVID 
related questions 

Quick to fill out - and 
mandatory - so ~80% of 
plants responded



Management and Organizational Practices Survey 
asks similar questions to WMS. For example, 

performance monitoring



The Management and Organizational Practices survey 
asks about targets e.g.
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Availability of Data

• WMS open source. For confidential dataset request via website
‒ https://worldmanagementsurvey.org/survey-

data/download-data/

• MOPS available via Census projects
‒ Being run in many other countries – Australia, Canada, 

China, Finland, India, Mexico, Japan, Pakistan, UK, etc.
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PLUS: Related programs from EU; World Bank Enterprise Surveys; World Bank Finance, Competitiveness, and 
Innovation

Coverage of International MOPS

Source: Ohlmacher et al (2020) “The Natural Laws of Management”



Survey

Management: Plants vs Firms

Management and performance

Drivers of Management



Do these management score variations matter –
look at two metrics

1) Share of productivity gap accounted for

2) Predictive power for future growth and survival

Note these are accounting decomps not causal relationships



Management score strongly correlated with all 
performance measures we observe in the Census

Management score decile
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Management strongly correlated with productivity 
even across plants within firms



Accounting for Measurement Error

MOPS 2010 fortunate to have ≈500 plants in which two 
different people responded to the same survey

Find this variation (measurement error) about 50% of 
variation, and independent of plant size, TFP etc.



Survey

Management: Plants vs Firms

Management and performance

Drivers of Management



Old question: how much is within vs between firms? 

• Need to strip out measurement error - pervasive (in all data) 
and for variance decompositions generates bias

• Recall: Measurement error accounts for 45.4% of variation

Plant 1
(Scranton)

Plant 2
(Boston)

Plant 3
(Cambridge)

Plant 4
(Palo Alto)

Plant 6
(Boise)

Plant 5
(San Mateo)

Firm: A Firm: B



Removing within firm industry 
and geographic variation
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Number of plants in the firm

About 40% of variation in management scores is across 
plants within the same firm

Note: Dots show the share of management score variation accounted for by the firm with different numbers of manufacturing
establishments ranging from that number to the next value – so for example, 50 plants refers to 50 to 74 plants. After removing the
45.4% accounted for by measurement error. The bootstrap sampled 95% confidence interview shown in grey shading. Sample of
16,500 establishments across the 3100 firms with 2+ establishments in the 2010 MOPS survey. Industry variation captured by 6-digit
NAICS code and geographic variation by MSA dummies (State is the MSA if missing).



Survey

Management: Plants vs Firms

Management and performance

Drivers of Management



Drivers we look at

Main focus: 
1) Regulation (via “right-to-work” laws in states: RTW 

ban requirements that non-union employees have to 
pay union dues)

2) Spillovers (via Multinationals): information & human 
capital

Other drivers (see paper and Working Paper):
1) Education (via land grant colleges)
2) Competition (via trade and exchange rate 

variations)



How to identify Causal Effect of RTW?

First approach: 
Diff-in-diff comparing 
Michigan and Indiana 
(switched 2012) to 
neighboring states 

20102012



RTW Switch Increases Use of Incentives Practices



Use States Switching after 2015 as Placebo

Late Switchers: 
West Virginina (2016), Kentucky (2017), Missouri (2017, but 
postponed after referendum) 

Placebo

Excluded from 
control (switched 
earlier)



Placebo shows no effect

Placebo: States that switched 2016-2017



How to Tease Out the Causal Effect of RTW?

First approach: 
Diff-in-diff comparing 
Michigan and Indiana 
(switched 2012) to 
neighboring states 

Second approach: 
Regression discontinuity 
over RTW borders (inspired 
by Holmes 1998)



Discontinuity in Incentives Practices

Distance in miles from RTW border

RTW side of the border

Incentives practices



No Discontinuity in non-Incentives Practices

Distance in miles from RTW border

Non-incentives practices

RTW side of the border



Spillovers - Look at impact of winning a “Million 
Dollar Plant” versus being the runner up

Following Greenstone, Hornbeck & Morretti (2010) use Site 
Selection magazine to look at impact of winning an MDP

Magazine has monthly stories about winning county and 
runner up counties, which we supplement with news coverage
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Spillovers - Look at impact of winning a “Million 
Dollar Plant” versus being the runner up

Following Greenstone, Hornbeck & Morretti (2010) use Site 
Selection magazine to look at impact of winning an MDP

Magazine has monthly stories about winning county and 
runner up counties, which we supplement with news coverage



Major new plants lead to localized increases 
(spillovers) in management, TFP and employment

Channel: The effect is driven by establishments with high managers flow 
from the MDP industry



Figure 5: Event Studies of impact of Million Dollar Plants on incumbent 
plants

Panel A: 
Overall Treatment Effect

Panel B: 
Breaking MDP Treatment Effect 
down by High and Low managerial
flow Industries

Notes: These are event studies estimated in a window of one year before the MDP arrives (t = -1) through to five years afterwards (t= 5). Panel A is the
dynamic version of the results in Table 8 Panel A column (1) with the same controls variables (dummy for each pair of MDP winner and loser, recall dummy,
and NAICS and state dummies). Panel B allows MDP effect to differ by whether incumbent plant in industry where there is a high frequency of job flows
between the MDP’s industry and the plant’s industry (above median is “High” and below median is “Low”). Sample is all MOPS observations 11 or more non-
missing responses to management questions (recalls only considered if respondent had at least 7 years of tenure). We also require (1) successful match to
ASM; (2) positive values of value added, employment, materials, and capital; (3) all observations appear in at least 2 years (out of 2005, 2010 and 2015) in a
county which either had an MDP established between 2005 and 2016 (“winner”), or competed for an MDP and lost (“loser”).



More information on www.managementresearch.com



Conclusions on “Drivers”

- “Closed question” approach of MOPS generates useful data
- Effects of MOPS management on performance broadly 

consistent with WMS. 
- Large spread in management practices within firms across 

plants (helps adjudicate theories)

Causal Drivers of management: 
- Light regulation increases adoption of incentive management 

practices
- Spillovers from multinationals increase management locally

Issues 
- Not much on heterogeneity of managerial effects 
- Regulation has differential effects on types of managment



Relational Contracts, Management Practices and 
Performance

MIT Organizational Economics 

John Van Reenen, March 18th 2021



• RCT to look at relational contracts. Much theory & Case 
study evidence in Gibbons & Henderson (2013), but little 
systematic quantitative evidence

• BGP illustrates many of the empirical issues in trying to test 
such theories

Blader, Gartenberg & Prat (2020)



• Some management practices like Relative Performance 
Evaluation (RPE) work well in “individualist” culture

• But RPE may work poorly/negatively in “collectivist” settings. 
One reason is that if agent A improves effort then this could 
come at expense of agent B (as benchmark improves) 
─ In Benabou & Tirole (2003) framework, altruistic 

preferences will deliver this result (like an externality). 
This is model Blader et al use

─ But also fear of reprisal by low productivity workers 
would do the same thing – Bandiera, Barankay & Rasul 
(2010) find evidence for this

• In either case impact of RPE heterogeneous (like a 
complementarity): will be positive in individualist culture, but 
negative in collectivist one

Idea: Collectivist vs individualist cultures



• Big US Trucking company (“less than truckload” segment)
• RCT across sites within the company: treatment is explicit 

comparison of the weekly productivity of drivers
• Treatment 1: Public Posting (names)
• Treatment 2: Anonymous Posting (only Driver ID, IDed)

• Technologically feasible because company has Electronic 
On-Board Recorder (EOBR) which collects this data (from 
Aug 21 & completed in all sites by Dec 2013)

• Firm has also started roll-out of Toyota “lean manufacturing.” 
Phase 1 (from May 2011) of this is a cultural intervention to 
make sites more collectivist based on team work instead of 
traditional individualist system (“last American cowboys”)

• Employees, not contractors (unlike Baker & Hubbard, 2003). 
Under 200 miles shipments

Setting



Timeline
Lean roll-out: pre-RCT



• Researchers randomized the RPE treatments based on 
whether the site had introduced Phase 1 of Lean at least 3 
months ago (since Lean may take a while to have an effect)

• Other WMS elements of lean (Phases 2-5) not introduced 
yet anywhere

• ~5,000 drivers in 143 sites  - 47 in control; 50 in named
postings (Treatment 1), 46 in IDed postings (Treatment 2, 
anonymous)

• Look 30 days prior to treatment, 30 days after & discarded 5 
days around implementation: 93,313 driver-days 

Setting





• Gap Score: difference between actual & “potential” (optimal 
EOBR estimate given weather & route characteristics) miles 
per gallon

• Shift Score: “shifting events” due to excess revving, etc.
• Excess Idle Time: engine idling wastes fuel
• Total Fuel Lost: Aggregate measure of fuel wasted from 

idling, inefficient shifting, speeding & gearing

• They look at all 4 measures

Performance Measures (Higher value indicates 
LOWER productivity)



No significant effect on productivity of either 
treatment (remember lower value better)



Look at treatment heterogeneity depending on 
whether site had Lean Phase 1 (“collectivist spirit”) 

• Idea that Relative Performance Evaluation will be beneficial 
when there is an individualist culture but counter-productive 
when there is a collectivist culture



For named postings (Treatment 1), performance 
improves in sites without Phase 1 (individualist), but
negative effect in sites with Phase 1 (collectivist)

“Collectivist”

“Individualist”



• Recall RCT is over posting treatment, NOT over Lean itself
• Lean Phase 1 not random. Sites which had the early 

introduction look systematically different from those that did 
not

• Example: lots more tractor per site (bigger); productivity 
better in sites where Lean introduced first (Gap, Shift 
significantly different)

Major problem: Is it really Lean causing the 
heterogeneous treatment effect



Look at treatment heterogeneity depending on 
whether site had Lean Phase 1 (“collectivist spirit”) 

Doesn’t look balanced on observables (so implement matching)



1. Use propensity score matching to get common support for 
Lean and non-Lean sites (82 from 143 sites)
• But requires conditional independence assumption

Solutions?



1. Use propensity score matching to get common support for 
Lean and non-Lean sites (82 from 143 sites)

2. Comparison of Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2
• But concern over randomization
• T2 looks like T1 but noisier 
• Is RPE really anonymous? Informal comparison

Solutions?



For anonymous postings (Treatment 2, IDed), no 
significant interaction effects



1. Use propensity score matching to get common support for 
Lean and non-Lean sites (82 from 143 sites)

2. Comparison of Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2
• But concern over randomization
• T2 looks like T1 but noisier 
• Is RPE really anonymous? Informal comparison

Solutions?



1. Use propensity score matching to get common support for 
Lean and non-Lean sites (82 from 143 sites)

2. Comparison of Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2
3. Try to bound the bias by using Altonji et al (2005) approach 

to say that bias on unobservables can’t be bigger than bias 
on observables
• Not a strong test

4. Use a separate Employee Engagement Survey
• Suggests higher collectivism in Lean/Phase 1 sites

Solutions?





1. Propensity score matching
2. Comparison of Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2
3. Bounding the bias
4. Use a separate Employee Engagement Survey

─ But….
─ Only available for a small sub-sample of sites (43 of the 

143)
─ Information gathered after the experiment, so could be 

outcome
─ Unclear if Phase 1 actually shifted any culture. Indeed, 

usually thought that culture is very hard to change

Solutions?



• In my view, probably best attempt so far to get at some 
causal evidence over relational contracts

• RCT in clean-ish single firm setting
• Does show that RPE has roughly zero effect

• But would be better to use a long-standing measure of 
culture (like employee engagement) PRIOR to the RCT

• Unclear than having the quasi-experiment of Lean is 
helpful at all to tackle the problem

• Unclear if real evidence for relational contract causing 
heterogeneity

• Would be even better to do a cultural intervention to see 
if it actually worked in an RCT

Conclusions on Blader et al (2020)



• Rich new “Big Data” on within-firm organizational factors 
(e.g. WMS, MOPS) as well as more focused samples on 
individual firms

• Management practices appear important in explaining firm 
(and country) productivity 
─ Certainly has contingent element 
─ But some practices to appear to be broadly successful

• Less understanding of what drives the huge variation, but 
starting to build better picture 

• And what are best policies? (UK Budget just put $650 
million into “Help To Grow” management training) 

• Rich area for research!

Wrap Up on Management and Firm Performance 



BACK UP



Regression Discontinuity Estimates Overall 
Similar in Size to DID Estimates



Magnitude: management score can accounts 
for ~20% spread in TFP, similar or greater to 
other variables we measure in the Census



In developing countries find management scores 
lower mean, higher variance (but lower L covariance)

Notes: Mexican manufacturing plants from Bloom, 
Iacovone, Pereira-Lopez and Van Reenen (2018), 
“Explaining management: evidence from Mexico”. 
Survey run by INEGI (Mexican national stats office)

Notes: Pakistan manufacturing plants from 
Choudhary, Bloom, Lemos and Van Reenen (2018), 
“Management practices in Pakistan”. Survey 
overseen by State Bank of Pakistan.



Spread of structured management: establishments

Note: The management score is the average of the scores for each of the 16 questions,
where each question is normalized on a 0-1 scale (from least to most structured).



Regulation – particularly “Right to work” - is a 
controversial, with seven states (IN, WI, MI, OH, 
WV, KY and MO) voting on this since 2012



Regulation – particularly “Right to work” - is a 
controversial, with seven states (IN, WI, MI, OH, 
WV, KY and MO) voting on this since 2012
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In Mexico, 
manufacturing 
shows stronger 
management 
and size 
covariance 
than services 
(e.g. more 
reallocation 
inputs to high 
TFP firms in 
manufacturing)
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Source: Bloom, Iacovone, Pereira-Lopez 
and Van Reenen (2018), “Explaining 
management: evidence from Mexico”



Education: MSA with Land-grants strong predictive 
power for local education & management

As shown in Moretti (2004) allocation of land-grants seemed 
somewhat random and good predictors of local college share



MOPS Coverage and Sample

Sample Source Sample Criteria 
# of estab. 
(X1,000) 

Total emp 
(X1,000) 

Average 
emp 

            
(1) Universe of 

establishments 
LBD None 7,041 134 ,637 19.1 

         
(2) Manufacturing  LBD NAICS 31-33 298 12,027 40.4 
         
(3) Annual Survey 

of Manufactures 
ASM NAICS 31-33, and either over 500 

employees, or in ASM random 
sample. Positive employment and 
sales, and tabbed 

51 7,387 143.5 

         
(4) MOPS 

respondents 
MOPS As in (3), also responded to MOPS 36 5,629 155.8 

         
(5) MOPS clean 

(baseline 
sample) 

MOPS As in (4) with 11+ non-missing 
responses, match to ASM, tabbed in 
ASM and have positive value 
added, employment and imputed 
capital in ASM 2010 

32 5,308 167 

  



Descriptive Stats



Figure 3: The distribution of the management regression coefficient 
over 86 NAICS four-digit industries

Note: Smoothed density of management coefficients from allowing the regression coefficient in column (2) of Table 2 to vary over the 86 four-digit
manufacturing NAICS codes. The raw regression coefficients are then compressed using an Empirical Bayes Shrinkage procedure. The sample
of ~82,500 is all MOPS observations with at least 10 non-missing responses to management questions and a successful match to ASM, which
were also included in ASM tabulations, have positive value added, positive employment and positive imputed capital in the ASM. Recalls are used
for respondents with at least 7 years of tenure at the establishment.



Notes: Plots ln(management) scores weighted by age. Results from simulating 5,000 firms per year in the steady state taking the
last 10 years of data and defining age based on the number of observed years. For ease of display management have been
normalized to zero across the entire sample.
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Examining the Model’s Predictions
• Performance
• Competition
• Age
• Skills

Management Models

Measuring Data

Management and cross-country TFP
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Fig 8 - Better managed firms more likely to survive, 
so mean score rises

Age bins (years since birth)
Notes: Data from 31,793 plants from the Management and Organizational Practices survey

When young, US plants 
show low average 
scores (in black)

When older, US plants 
have lower average 
scores
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Fig 8 – Variance of management scores declines as 
less well managed firms exit

Age bins (years since birth)
Notes: Data from 31,793 plants from the Management and Organizational Practices survey

When young, US plants 
show lots of variation (in 
red)

When older, US plants 
show less variation and 
higher scores



Interviewer : “Do staff sometimes end up doing the wrong sort
of work for their skills?

NHS Manager: “You mean like doctors doing nurses jobs, and
nurses doing porter jobs? Yeah, all the time. Last week, we had
to get the healthier patients to push around the beds for the
sicker patients”

Don’t get sick in Britian

MY FAVOURITE QUOTES:

Don’t do Business in Indian hospitals

Interviewer: “Is this hospital for profit or not for profit”

Hospital Manager: “Oh no, this hospital is only for loss making”



Interviewer : “Do you offer acute care?”

Switchboard: “Yes ma’am we do”

Don’t get sick in India

MY FAVOURITE QUOTES:

Interviewer : “Do you have an orthopeadic department?”

Switchboard: “Yes ma’am we do”

Interviewer : “What about a cardiology department?”

Switchboard: “Yes ma’am”

Interviewer : “Great – can you connect me to the ortho department”

Switchboard?: “Sorry ma’am – I’m a patient here”



MY FAVOURITE QUOTES (AFRICA):

Interviewer “What kind of Key Performance Indicators do
you use for performance tracking?”

Manager: “Performance tracking? That is the first I hear
of this. Why should we spend money to hire someone to
track our performance? It is a waste of money!”

Interviewer “How do you identify production problems?”

Production Manager: “With my own eyes”



Coefficients suggest positive productivity effect 
(remember lower value better), but not significant



• Looks reasonably balanced

Balance of Experimental  Assignment




